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In its last Universal Periodic Review (UPR) in May 2011, Hungary accepted 122 of 149 recommendations.
While no recommendations specific to human rights defenders (HRDs) were made, Hungary accepted 12
recommendations on creating and strengthening an independent national human rights institution (NHRI),
two on engaging civil society in the implementation of UPR recommendations, and two on maintaining
freedom of expression. However, the reality for HRDs on the ground has, if anything, worsened since the
last review. The government elected in 2010 adopted a new constitution in 2012, and has since passed
increasingly restrictive legislation regarding freedom of the press, accreditation and funding of nongovernmental organisations (NGOs), and independence of the judiciary.

RISKS AND OBSTACLES FACING HUMAN
RIGHTS DEFENDERS

• Attacks on NGOs have worsened and manifested
in accusations of embezzlement, police raids on
NGO offices, and a public smear campaign in
• In September 2014, four leading Hungarian NGOs
Hungarian state media, finally culminating in the
documented a series of obstacles to human
suspension of the tax identification of four NGOs
rights defense in the country, demonstrating
administering the Norwegian NGO fund, severely
that the UN Declaration on HRDs is not being
limiting their budgetary support.5
adequately implemented.1 Obstacles included
official restrictions on freedom of expression, • Independent media is also subject to restrictions
and interference in Hungary. For example, in June
excessive limitations on access to information,
2014, independent news outlet Origo.hu’s editorlimits on the plurality of the press and threats
in-chief Gergö Sáling was fired after publishing
to the independence of the judiciary, as well as a
2
several articles critical of the government.Although
systematic attack on NGOs and their funders.
the firing was deemed an ‘internal decision’, the
• A persistent campaign to limit the activities of
government’s strong ties with Origo.hu’s parent
human rights NGOs critical of the government
company Deutsche Telekom has led many to
has been sustained since 2013. Elements of the
believe it was political censorship.6
campaign include stigmatisation of HRDs by
both media and governmental sources, official • Local HRDs have also complained that, since
2010, the law making process has increasingly
restrictions on NGO operations, unreasonable
excluded civil society consultation. Even in cases
governmental financial oversight and auditing,
when public discussion is prescribed by law, bills
criminal proceedings, and the official blacklisting of
are often only open for civil society comment for
‘potentially problematic NGOs’.3
a couple of days, limiting the effectiveness of civil
• In a case emblematic of the climate for NGOs in
society participation.7
Hungary in 2014, the governing party launched
an attack against NGOs receiving EEA/Norway OFFICIAL RESTRICTIONS ON THE SPACE
Grants NGO Funding and which had been critical FOR HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS
of Hungary’s Media Law. These NGOs were
accused of ‘unlicensed financial activities’ and ties • Several laws restricting freedom of the media have
been passed since early 2012. The Media Council
with Hungarian left-wing parties despite previous
was created to ‘oversee and guarantee freedom
audits and funding documents proving otherwise.4
of the press’ but instead has faced accusations
of having become a ‘politically homogenous’

government mechanism with the power to levy
extortionate fines against journalists and news
organisations, resulting in self-censorship.8
• This is coupled with new tax legislation which causes
financial strain for specific news organisations such
as independent television channel RTL Klub.9 These
policies have resulted in a strong government hold
on public media, leading to incidents such as false
reports being published in newspapers accusing
NGOs of fraud.10

them,14 hindering the work of HRDs focused on
LGBTI issues.
• Andrea Giuliano, an LGBTI activist has faced
continuous harassment by far-right groups since
the 2014 Budapest Pride event. The police failed
to investigate the online death threats he has
received.15 Police also failed to properly investigate
a homophobic and racist attack on three men
following the 2013 Budapest Pride March.16

THE RESPONSE OF THE STATE REGARDING

• A paragraph of Article IX of the Constitution THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
concerning freedom of speech has been criticised DEFENDERS
for being too vague and open to interpretation,
particularly with regard to ‘violating the dignity of • In
response
to
UPR
recommendations,
the Hungarian nation’.11 The Venice Commission has
Hungary’s Commissioner for Fundamental Rights
warned that this may be used to ‘curtail criticism of
(Ombudsman) was accredited as a NHRI by the
Hungarian institutions and office holders’.12
International Coordination Committee of NHRIs
in 2011 and granted ‘A’ status by the Session of the
INTIMIDATION AND REPRISALS AGAINST
Sub-Committee on Accreditation in 2014. However,
DEFENDERS ACCESSING INTERNATIONAL
the Ombudsman has not yet demonstrated a true
HUMAN RIGHTS MECHANISMS
capability to criticise harmful government policy
and legislation.17
• There were no reported cases of intimidation or
reprisals against human rights defenders or other • The UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Peaceful
Assembly and Association has recently expressed his
civil society actors in terms of their engagement
concern at the ‘seemingly discretionary attributions
or cooperation with international human rights
given to the Government Audit Office, which
mechanisms.
through its actions may obstruct and stigmatise the
• In 2013, Hungary led the drafting and negotiation
work of associations operating in the country’.18
of a landmark Human Rights Council resolution on
preventing and ensuring accountability for reprisals, • Hungary has accepted a country visit by the Special
HRC Res 24/24, while at the 30th session of the
Rapporteur on the situation HRDs for the end of
Human Rights Council in September 2015 Hungary
2015 or beginning of 2016.19
worked with a cross-regional group of States to
accepted
11
recommendations
present an important joint statement on the right • Hungary
concerning
LGBTI
and
women’s
rights at its last
to communicate with international human rights
UPR.
Nonetheless,
the
new
Constitution
and the
mechanisms and the responsibility of States and
Family
Protection
Act
both
contain
discriminatory
other actors to prevent, investigate and promote
language against these groups.
accountability for cases of intimidation and reprisals.
• High-level authorities have made public statements
HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS FACING
delegitimising the work of HRDs. For example, the
PARTICULAR RISKS
Prime Minister has questioned the motives and
legitimacy of human rights NGOs in both July and
• The new Constitution as well as the Family
September of 2014.20
Protection Act contain language that either explicitly
excludes LGBTI people13 or neglects to mention

ABOUT THIS BRIEFING PAPER
ISHR encourages States to consult UPR submissions by local activists as well as to make a recommendation
to Hungary regarding the protection of HRDs. An excellent source of information on the situation facing
HRDs is the Hungarian Civil Liberties Union (www.tasz.hu/en). For further information on this briefing paper,
contact Ben Leather (b.leather@ishr.ch).

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE
GOVERNMENT OF HUNGARY

• Ensure the independence of the Parliamentary
Commissioner for Fundamental Rights, that it
adheres to the Paris Principles and establishes a
• Respect and protect the right of NGOs to access
focal point for the protection of HRDs.
and utilise resources, including funding from
foreign sources, and ensure that foreign-funded • Guarantee adequate processes and timeframes
for meaningful civil society participation in the
civil society organisations can operate freely and
development and implementation of public policies.
without discrimination or undue restriction.
• Continue to demonstrate international leadership • Reform Article IX of the Constitution on freedom
of speech, in consultation with local civil society
at the UN Human Rights Council in Geneva and
and international experts.
the UN General Assembly in New York to promote
and protect the right of all persons to safe and
unhindered communication with international • Refrain from criminalising the legitimate activities
of HRDs and repeal all laws and policies which
organisations and to prevent and promote
restrict their activities and rights, including vague
accountability for acts of intimidation or reprisal
language in the Constitution that is open to
in connection with the exercise or proposed or
arbitrary interpretation.
attempted exercise of this right.
• Implement recommendations made by UN Special • Combat impunity by ensuring the prompt, thorough
and impartial investigation of all violations against
Rapporteur on Freedom of Peaceful Assembly and
HRDs.
Association regarding governmental oversight and
regulation of NGOs.
Over the last five years, the new government
• Demonstrate strong, high-level political support of Hungary has backtracked on much of
for HRDs through public statements by State the progress it had made in protecting and
officials which recognise their important and promoting human rights. By adopting restrictive
legitimate work.
legislation and hindering freedom of expression,
the government of Hungary has severely limited
• Take specific steps to recognise and protect HRDs civil society space and fundamental freedoms.
working on the rights of the LGBTI population,
including through a review of the Constitution and
the Family Protection Act.
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